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ABSTRACT
In a recent paper, van Benthem, Gerbrandy, Hoshi and
Pacuit gave a natural translation of dynamic epistemic logic
(DEL) into epistemic temporal logic (ETL) and proved a
representation theorem, characterizing those ETL models
that are translations of some DEL protocol; among the char-
acterizing properties we also find synchronicity. In this pa-
per, we argue that synchronicity is not an inherent property
of DEL, but rather of the translation that van Benthem et
al. used. We provide a different translation that produces
asynchronous ETL models and discuss a minimal tempo-
ral extension of DEL that removes the ambiguities between
the possible translations. This allows us a first attempt at
assessing which of the epistemic-temporal properties are in-
trinsic to DEL and which are properties of the translation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
F.4.1 [Mathematical Logic]: Temporal Logic; I.2.3
[Knowledge Representation Formalisms and Meth-
ods]: Temporal Logic

General Terms
Theory

Keywords
Dynamic Epistemic Logic, Epistemic Temporal Logic, syn-
chronicity

1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic epistemic logic (DEL) (Baltag et al., 1998), while

being about changes in epistemic status over time, is not a
temporal logic and cannot itself express temporal aspects.
In order to model the temporal aspects of epistemic and
doxastic change represented in dynamic epistemic logic, we
need to embed DEL into some epistemic temporal system
such as ETL (Parikh and Ramanujam, 2003) or Interpreted
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Systems (Fagin et al., 1995). ETL is a close cognate to
DEL in the sense that its events do not include a notion
of agency or turns, as opposed to some other multi-agent
epistemic-temporal logics such as ATEL (van der Hoek and
Wooldridge, 2003).

Representation theorems linking DEL and ETL were pro-
posed for the first time by van Benthem (2001). Recently,
van Benthem, Gerbrandy, Hoshi, and Pacuit (2009) gave a
natural model-based translation from the framework of DEL
into ETL: for each DEL protocol, they produce an ETL for-
est generated by sequentially updating an epistemic model
using the DEL product update. They then showed that the
temporal translation of DEL thus obtained always produces
ETL models satisfying a number of properties, including
synchronicity and perfect recall. We shall refer to this re-
sult (precisely given below as Theorem 6) by “the vBGHP
representation”.

The vBGHP representation has been interpreted to im-
ply that DEL can inherently only model agents that are
synchronous.1 Our aim here is to stress that this is an over-
simplification of the mentioned result; in fact, synchronicity
is a property of the described translation, not a property of
the logic. Other translations of DEL into ETL might very
well exhibit other features.

Our aim is to clarify the meaning of the vBGHP represen-
tation, with the long-term goal to identify those properties
that do not depend on the choice of embedding of DEL and
ETL and those which do.

The paper is organized as follows: After giving the general
framework (§ 2) and discussing the concept of perfect recall
(§ 3), we propose an alternative way of embedding DEL into
ETL, exhibiting a natural example of an asynchronous ETL
model that arguably represents faithfully the dynamic com-
ponent of DEL (Example 13), and finally state a representa-
tion theorem for our embedding (§ 4). Comparing the prop-
erties characterizing asynchronously DEL-generated forests
(Theorem 16) to the properties used in the vBGHP repre-
sentation (Corollary 9), we discuss which properties might
be regarded as core DEL properties (§ 5).

Finally, we then generalize the two interpretations by in-
troducing clock tick functions, which allows us to obtain the
two given constructions as extremal special cases along with
a range of intermediate constructions (§ 6). In § 7, we note
that the cases of asynchronicity are rather limited if we re-
strict our attention to S5 and sketch some avenues for future

1E.g., (Renne et al., 2009, p. 1): “[van Benthem et al.]
showed that standard Dynamic Epistemic Logic necessar-
ily satisfies synchronicity”.
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research, including an investigation of sub-S5 settings.

Related Work.
Our work fits in the research tradition at the interface be-
tween DEL and ETL which is, e.g., studied by Sack (2007)
and Hoshi (2009) where the reader can find logics designed
at this interface, merging the dynamic and the temporal
paradigms. More results in this direction can be found in
(Wang et al., 2010, 2011). The vBGHP representation (the
main motivation of the present paper) is published in (van
Benthem et al., 2009) together with other results about the
merging of the dynamic and the temporal framework. A
combination of temporal logic and dynamic epistemic logic
can be found in (Renne et al., 2009).

In this paper, our interest is not so much the merging
of the frameworks and the design of logics that have both
dynamic and temporal aspects, but rather the study of the
translation between the dynamic and the temporal frame-
work. In this study, we encounter natural temporal proper-
ties such as synchronicity and perfect recall. These proper-
ties have been studied by other authors. E.g., Renne et al.
(2009) extend basic DEL models and protocols to account
for non-synchronous scenarios and Isaac and Hoshi (to ap-
pear) discuss transformations of asynchronous models into
synchronous models (thus resolving the diachronic uncer-
tainty).

In our investigation of synchronicity of the translation
used in the vBGHP representation, we notice that the notion
of perfect recall used in the theorem in a sense presupposes
synchronicity. This led to a separate study of different no-
tions of perfect recall by Witzel (to appear). We shall use its
analysis in our § 3, and consider it a sibling to the present
paper.

Finally, in § 7, we discuss possible directions of future work
such as weakening the S5 assumptions or adding more struc-
ture to the models. Papers relating to the research directions
are listed and discussed in § 7.

2. BASIC DEFINITIONS

2.1 DEL and ETL models and their proper-
ties

In the following, we shall deal with various types of rela-
tional structures, building on the same sets of propositional
variables and agents that we denote by prop and N , re-
spectively. Modal languages that can be interpreted on such
structures could have three types of modalities: epistemic,
temporal and action modalities.

An (S5) epistemic model M = (W, (∼i)i∈N , V ) con-
sists of a nonempty set W of worlds, an equivalence re-
lation ∼i for every agent, and a valuation function V :
prop → ℘(W ). We also write |M| for W . A frame is a
model without valuation function. Event models are triples
E = 〈E, (∼E

i )i∈N , pre〉, where E �= ∅ is a set of events, for
each agent i ∈ N , ∼E

i is an equivalence relation on E, and
pre : E → L is a precondition function mapping events into
some epistemic language L. As usual, a pointed event model
is an event model with one distinguished element from E.

We shall not give an introduction to dynamic epistemic
logic here, but rather refer the reader to the textbook by
van Ditmarsch et al. (2007). The crucial operation for DEL
is that of the product update:

Definition 1 (Product Update). The product update of an
epistemic model M = 〈W, (∼i)i∈N , V 〉 with an event model
E = 〈E, (∼E

i )i∈N , pre〉 is the model M⊗E whose states are
the pairs (w, e) such that w satisfies the precondition of the
event e and whose epistemic relations are defined as:

(w, e) ∼′
i (w′, e′) iff e ∼E

i e′, w ∼i w′

and whose valuation is defined by

(w, e) ∈ V ′(p) iff w ∈ V (p), for all p ∈ prop.

We turn to structures giving a temporal perspective on
information change: an (S5) epistemic temporal model or
(S5) ETL model H is a tuple 〈Σ, H, (∼i)i∈N , V 〉 with Σ a
finite set of events, and H ⊆ Σ∗ closed under non-empty
prefixes (i.e., is a forest of events). For each i ∈ N , ∼i

is an equivalence relation on H, and there is a valuation
V : prop→ ℘(H).

We introduce some notation for ETL models that we
shall use later. In the following, we fix an ETL model
H = 〈Σ, H, (∼i)i∈N , V 〉.

For any sequence σ, let σ[n] be the nth element of σ. We
write h ≤ h′ iff there exists some (possibly empty) sequence
of events σ ∈ Σ∗ such that h′ = hσ, and write Ki[h] =
{h′ | h ∼i h′}. Let Hn = {h | len(h) = n} and H≤n =
{h | len(h) ≤ n}. Given an ETL model H and m < n,
H \ (m, n) is the restriction of the relations in H to (H ×
H)\⋃1≤i≤m((Hi×Hn)∪ (Hn×Hi)). Intuitively, H\ (m, n)
is obtained from H by deleting the links between the floors
up to m and floor n.

Definition 2. For an agent i and two pointed models M, w
and M′, w′, we say that w and w′ are i-bisimilar, in sym-
bols w 0i w′, iff

1. for each v ∈ M with w ∼i v there is v′ ∈ M′ such
that w′ ∼i v′ and v 0 v′

2. for each v′ ∈ M with w′ ∼i v′ there is v ∈ M such
that w ∼i v and v 0 v′,

where 0 denotes the standard epistemic bisimulation.

Because in this paper the role of preconditions will be triv-
ialized by state-dependent protocols (Definition 3), we can
proceed and state representation theorems independently of
a choice of epistemic language. If we fix an epistemic lan-
guage and a pointed model M, w, we could formulate a no-
tion of theory of agent i at w consisting of all statements of
the form Kiϕ and ¬Kiϕ true at w (where Ki is the knowl-
edge operator for agent i). On finite frames, being i-bisimilar
and having the same i-theory are equivalent.

Given two pointed ETL models H, h, H′, h′ and m < n,

we write that H, h 0 \(m,n)
i H′, h′ iff H \ (m, n), h 0i

H′ \ (m, n), h′. We sometimes write h 0H\(m,n)
i h′ to mean

H, h 0 \(m,n)
i H, h′.

As a last concept to be introduced, if (e1 . . . en) ∈ H is
a history, we define agent i’s experience record to be the
sequence

EEi(e1 . . . en) := Ki[e1]Ki[e1e2] . . .Ki[e1 . . . en],

and write EEi(h1) ≈i EEi(h2) iff EEi(h1) is equivalent to
EEi(h2) up to stutterings.2

2A stuttering is a consecutive repetition of the same entry.
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In the following, we define a number of properties of ETL
frames that will play an important role in our representation
theorems.

We say that an S5 ETL model H = 〈Σ, H, (∼i)i∈N , V 〉
satisfies

• Synchronicity (Syn) iff for all i, h, h′ with h ∼i h′ we
have len(h) = len(h′)

• Perfect recall (PR) iff for all i, h, e, h′ with he ∼i h′

there is some h′′ ≤ h′ such that h ∼i h′′.

• Weak synchronous perfect recall (wsPR) iff for all
i, h, h′, e, e′ with he ∼i h′e′, we have h ∼i h′.

• Synchronous perfect recall (sPR) iff for all
i, h, h′, e, e′ with he ∼i h′ there exists some e′ and h′′

such that h′ = h′′e′ and h ∼i h′′.

• Synchronous grounding (SG) iff for all i, h, h′ with
h ∼i h′ and len(h) ≤ len(h′), there is some h′′ ≤ h′

with len(h) = len(h′′) and h ∼i h′′.

• (Synchronous) uniform no miracles (UNM) iff for
all i, if there are h, h′, e, f with len(h) = len(h′) and
he ∼i h′f , then for all g, g′ such that g ∼i g′ and
len(g) = len(g′) we have ge ∼i g′f .

• Weak uniform no miracles (wUNM) iff for all i, if
there are h, h′, e, f with len(h) = len(h′), he ∼i h′f
and h �∼i he, then for all g, g′ such that g ∼i g′ and
len(g) = len(g′) we have ge ∼i g′f .

• Perfect tracking (PT) iff for all i, h, e, n, if h ∼i he

and len(h) = n then h 0H\(n,n+1)
i he.

• No pure time perception (NPTP) iff for all i, h, e, n,

if h 0H\(n,n+1)
i he and len(h) = n then h ∼i he.

• Propositional stability (PS) iff for all h, h′ and all
p ∈ prop, if h ≤ h′ then h ∈ V (p) iff h′ ∈ V (p).

2.2 The vBGHP representation
We now give an account of the vBGHP representation.

Liu (2008, Chapter 5) surveys earlier representation results.
For a less compact presentation of the vBHGP representa-
tion the reader should consult (van Benthem et al., 2009,
§ 3).

Let E be the class of all pointed event models; we let
P(E) := {P ⊆ E∗ |P is closed under finite prefixes} be
the set of all forests of sequences of event models.

Definition 3. Let M be an epistemic model. A state-
dependent protocol forM is a mapping P from |M| to P(E).

We define Pσ[M] =
⋃

v∈|M| P(v). Furthermore, Pe[M] =

{(E , e) | (E , e) occurs in some σ∗ ∈ Pσ[M]}.
The following two definitions are the foundations of the

vBGHP representation:

Definition 4 (P-generated model, (van Benthem et al.,
2009)). Let M = (W, (∼i)i∈N , V ) be an epistemic model
and P a state-dependent protocol for M. The P-generated
model at level n, Mn,P = 〈W n,P, (∼n,P

i )i∈N , V n,P〉 is induc-
tively defined as follows:

• M0,P = M,

• W n+1,P = {wσ(E , e) | wσ ∈ W n,P, σ(E , e) ∈ P(w) and

Mn,P, wσ � pre(E , e)},

• for every wσ(E , e), vσ′(E ′, e′) ∈ W n+1,P, we set

wσ(E , e)∼n+1,P
i vσ′(E ′, e′) iff E = E ′, e ∼E

i e′, and

wσ ∼n,P
i vσ′,

• and, for every wσ(E , e) ∈ W n+1,P and p ∈ prop, we
set wσ(E , e) ∈ V n+1,P(p) iff wσ ∈ V n,P(p).

Definition 5 (Synchronously DEL-generated ETL models,
(van Benthem et al., 2009)). Let M = (W, (∼i)i∈N , V ) be
an epistemic model and P be a state-dependent DEL proto-
col for M, the ETL model synchronously generated by M
and P is defined as

sForest(M, P) := (Σ, H, {∼i}i∈N , V ′),

where

1. Σ = Pe[M] ∪ |M|,

2. H =
⋃

n≥0 W n,P,

3. for all h, h′ ∈ H ∩W , h ∼ h′ iff h ∼0,P
i h′.

4. for all h, h′ ∈ H\W with h = wσ and h′ = vσ′, h ∼i h′

iff len(σ) = len(σ′) and h ∼len(σ),P
i h′,

5. and, for all p ∈ prop, h ∈ V ′(p) iff h ∈ V len(h−1),P(p).

Note that we denote the translation function of van Ben-
them et al. (2009) by sForest (for “synchronously DEL-
generated ETL Forest”) in order to distinguish it from our
later notion of asForest (for “asynchronously DEL-generated
ETL Forest”). Using Definitions 4 and 5, we can now state
the vBGHP representation:

Theorem 6 (van Benthem, Gerbrandy, Hoshi, Pacuit).
For an S5 epistemic-temporal ETL model, the following are
equivalent:

1. H is isomorphic to sForest(M, P) for some epistemic
model M and some state-dependent DEL protocol P,
and

2. H satisfies wsPR, Syn, UNM, and PS.

3. THE ISSUE OF PERFECT RECALL
The reader might wonder why we have three different no-

tions of perfect recall in our list of properties of ETL models:
PR, sPR and wsPR. The common formulation of perfect re-
call from the interpreted systems literature is our PR (Fagin
et al., 1995).3 It is however, not the definition of perfect
recall in the vBGHP representation. As can be seen in The-
orem 6, van Benthem et al. (2009) use wsPR instead.4

Observation 7. On synchronous S5 ETL models, PR,
wsPR, and sPR are equivalent.

Proof. Cf. (Witzel, to appear).

3More precisely, it is a slight and equivalent variant of the
formulation of Halpern et al. (2004, Lemma 2.2(d)).
4sPR was the notion of perfect recall used in the earlier rep-
resentation results by van Benthem (2001, 2006).
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However, in general, PR does not imply wsPR (see be-
low, Proposition 11). While PR has intuitive interpreta-
tions (Witzel, to appear, where PR is called PRhc), wsPR is
used as a technical notion without intuitive motivation; only
if one presupposes synchronicity, wsPR inherits the intuition
from PR. For this reason, we use PR as the fundamental def-
inition of perfect recall.

Observation 8. On synchronous S5 ETL models, UNM
and wUNM are equivalent.

Using Observations 7 and 8 and the fact that SG and PT
are trivially true on synchronous models, we can now restate
the vBGHP representation in terms of PR.

Corollary 9. For an S5 epistemic-temporal ETL model,
the following are equivalent:

1. H is isomorphic to sForest (M,P) for some epistemic
model M and some state-dependent DEL protocol P,
and

2. H satisfies PR, Syn, PT, SG, wUNM, and PS.

We end this section by introducing two equivalent alter-
native characterizations of PR, which will be convenient for
some of our later proofs. The first one is a natural notion of
perfect recall very close in spirit to the game-theoretic one
(Osborne and Rubinstein, 1994, Chapter 11).

Definition 10. We say that an ETL model H =
〈Σ, H, (∼i)i∈N , V 〉 satisfies

• perfect recall based on epistemic experience
(PRee) iff for all i, h, h′ with h ∼i h′, we have EEi(h) ≈i

EEi(h
′).

• perfect recall, local version (PR�) iff for each
i, h, h′, e with he ∼i h′, one of the following holds:

(i) h ∼i h′

(ii) h ∼i h′′

(iii) he ∼i h′′

where h′′ is the direct predecessor of h′, i.e., h′ = h′′e′

for some e′.

The following result states the relationships between the
various versions of perfect recall:

Proposition 11. On S5 ETL models, PR, PRee and PR� are
equivalent; wsPR neither implies nor is implied by these; and
sPR is equivalent to synchronicity plus PR. On synchronous
S5 ETL models, all of the notions are equivalent.

Proof. Cf. (Witzel, to appear). Figure 1 is also taken from
(Witzel, to appear) and provides the examples that show
that PR and wsPR do not imply each other (the relevant part
of the claim of Proposition 11 for our present purposes).

4. ASYNCHRONOUS ETL MODELS AND
THEIR REPRESENTATION THEOREM

In this section, we give our alternative translation from
DEL to ETL that will in general produce asynchronous ETL
models.

e3

e1

e3

e2

(a) PR, but not wsPR

e1 e2

(b) wsPR, but not PR

Figure 1: Two S5 ETL models, gray lines indicating infor-
mation sets (reflexive loops omitted). (a) PR does not imply
wsPR (wsPR is violated because e1e3 ∼ e2e3 but e1 �∼ e2),
and (b) wsPR does not imply PR on ETL forests: Intuitively,
event e1 lets the agent “forget” that he is in the left tree.

Definition 12 (Asynchronously DEL-generated ETL mod-
els). LetM = (W, (∼i)i∈N , V ) be an epistemic model and P
be a state-dependent DEL protocol for M, the ETL model
asynchronously generated by M and P is defined as

asForest(M, P) := (Σ, H, {∼′
i}i∈N , V ),

where (Σ, H, {∼i}i∈N , V ) = sForest(M, P), and where ∼′
i is

the symmetric transitive closure of

∼i ∪{(wσ, wσ(E , e)) ∈ (H ×H) |σ(E , e) ∈ P(w)

and wσ 0sForest(M,P)
i wσ(E , e)}.

(The notation asForest stands for “asynchronously DEL-
generated ETL Forest”.)

To get a feeling for the definition of asForest, let us con-
sider the simplest possible example: an epistemic model M
consisting of one world w, and the trivial event model E
consisting of one event e with precondition �. Then M and
M⊗E are isomorphic, thus bisimilar, and therefore w 0i we.
In the ETL model asForest(M, P), we have two elements, w
and we, and we know that w ∼′

i we, violating synchronicity.

We now give a more elaborate example:

Example 13. The model M in Figure 2 represents a situ-
ation with two agents i, j in which neither agent knows the
truth value of a proposition p, but i considers it possible that
j does know either p or ¬p (and all this is common knowl-
edge). The event model E with domain {(e1, e2)}, with ∼j

being the minimal reflexive relation and ∼i the universal re-
lation, and with pre(e1) = p and pre(e2) = � represents
the event in which agent j learns that p is true (e1), but
agent i considers it possible that nothing happens (e2). In
the resulting modelM⊗E , j knows p, while agent i’s knowl-
edge has not changed, since he already before considered it
possible that j actually knew p. All of this is represented in
Figure 2.

For any w ∈ |M|, let P(w) = {(E , e1), (E , e2)}. We now
apply sForest to obtain an ETL model as given in Figure 3.
By design, sForest(M, P) just consists of M⊗E stacked on
top of M.

If we inspect the epistemic model, we realize that w2 0i

w2e2, w3 0i w3e1, w2 0j w2e2, and w3 0j w3e1. Using this
fact for the definition of the equivalence relations ∼′

i and ∼′
j ,

we obtain the ETL model given in Figure 4.
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w1

¬p
w2

p
w3

¬p
w4

p ⊗
e1

p

e2
�

=

w1e2
¬p

w1e1
¬p, p

w2e2
p

w2e1
p

w3e2
¬p

w3e1
¬p, p

w4e2
p

w4e1
p

=

w1e2
¬p

w2e1
p

w2e2
p

w3e2
¬p

w4e1
p

w4e2
p

i i, j i
i

i i, j i

i i, j i

i i i i

i i i, j i i

Figure 2: DEL model M, event model E , and resulting
model M ⊗ E , first shown to illustrate the product oper-
ation and then transformed into a line.

iiii

iiii

jjjjj

jjjjj

e1 e1 e2 e1 e1 e2

Figure 3: sForest(M, P)

The event E represents that j gains some information, but
i does not know whether j gains this information; it does not
specify whether i does not realize that anything is happening
at all. Whether this is the case, depends on the situation
that is being modelled: if i sees j talk to some other agent
who knows whether p, but cannot hear the conversation, one
may argue that i does realize that something is happening
even though his epistemic state as represented in the model
is not changing; in this case sForest is more appropriate.
On the other hand, if i cannot see this conversation, then
asForest represents this state of affairs better than sForest.

The event model itself does not distinguish between these
two intended interpretations. In Section 6, we therefore pro-
pose a slight extension of DEL models that will allow for this
distinction.5

As a first property of our proposed translation, we prove
that asForest satisfies perfect recall.

Proposition 14. For any model M and DEL protocol P,
asForest(M, P) has perfect recall.

Proof. First we note that sForest(M, P) has perfect recall.
For any two histories h1, h2 and events e1, e2, the product
update allows h1e1 ∼ h2e2 only if h1 ∼ h2, so PR is satisfied.

5The distinction between internal and external perspec-
tive (Aucher, 2008) becomes relevant here: if we view DEL
as “internal reasoning engine” of some (artificial) agent, the
bare fact that that agent updates the current model means
that he was notified in some way about the event, even if
the update has no effect on his represented epistemic state;
in that case, only sForest seems adequate. If we assume the
viewpoint of an external modeler who keeps track of agents’
epistemic states as events occur, asForest becomes plausible.

iiii
jjjj

e1 e1 e2 e1 e1 e2

Figure 4: asForest(M, P)

The rest of the proof uses the (equivalent) definition PRee

for perfect recall. That is, we show that in any asForest,
whenever h1 ∼i h2, then EE(h1) ≈i EE(h2).

We start by showing that equivalence of epistemic expe-
riences modulo stutterings is preserved under joining infor-
mation sets. Formally, for any agent i, consider any two
histories h1, h2 of some forest with accessibility relation ∼i

which has EEi(h1) ≈i EEi(h2). Then in the forest that is
obtained by letting h′

1 ∼i h′
2 for any two histories h′

1, h
′
2 and

closing ∼i off under symmetry and transitivity, we still have
EEi(h1) ≈i EEi(h2).

To see this, first recall that i’s epistemic experience EEi(h)
at some history h is the sequence of information sets he has
gone through. Joining the two information sets [h′

1]∼i and
[h′

2]∼i results in replacing occurrences of either of these two
sets in that sequence by one and the same set [h′

1]∼i∪[h′
2]∼i .

The relation ≈i, equivalence modulo stutterings, can thus
only grow when joining information sets.

We now turn to the main claim. We show that adding
a single “vertical” accessibility h ∼i he for some history
h and event e and closing off under symmetry and tran-
sitivity preserves perfect recall. The main claim then
follows inductively since asForest(M, P) is obtained from
sForest(M, P) by several such operations and, as noted
above, sForest(M, P) has perfect recall.

So let H denote some S5 ETL model with perfect recall,
h and he some histories in H, and H′ the ETL model with
h ∼i he added and closed off. For any h1, h2 with h1 ∼i h2

already in H, we have EEi(h1) ≈i EEi(h2) in H since H
has perfect recall. As established above, the relation ≈i can
only grow when joining information sets, and so we have
EEi(h1) ≈i EEi(h2) also in H′.

It remains to show that the condition of PRee is satis-
fied for the accessibilities added in F ′. For the explicitly
added accessibility h ∼i he, we have [h]∼i = [he]∼i in F ′

and thus EEi(h) ≈i EEi(he) since ≈i disregards stutterings.
For the accessibilities added by closing off under symmetry
and transitivity, the condition is satisfied by symmetry and
transitivity of ≈i.

Lemma 15. For any ETL model H with perfect recall and
synchronous grounding, and for any two histories he and
h′e′, if len(h) = len(h′) and he ∼ h′e′ then h ∼ h′.

Proof. Since PR� characterizes perfect recall, we obtain one
of these three cases:

(i) h ∼ h′e′, then h ∼ h′ follows from synchronous ground-
ing;

(ii) h ∼ h′, done;
(iii) he ∼ h′, then h ∼ h′ again follows from synchronous

grounding.
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We are finally ready to state our main theorem.

Theorem 16. For an S5 epistemic-temporal ETL model,
the following are equivalent:

1. H is isomorphic to asForest(M, P) for some epistemic
model M and some state-dependent DEL protocol P,
and

2. H satisfies PR, NPTP, PT, SG, wUNM, and PS.

Compare this to Corollary 9 where sForest is character-
ized in terms of the same properties, except that NPTP is
replaced by Syn.

5. RELATING THE TWO REPRESENTA-
TION THEOREMS

We should stress that there is no conflict between the
two representation theorems, Theorem 9 and 16, and that
none of them is a generalization of the other (the two em-
beddings are different, hence so are the epistemic tempo-
ral properties). The two translations sForest or asForest are
opposite extremes of interpreting the ambiguity in the pro-
cess of translating temporally underspecified DEL models
into ETL models. Informally speaking, synchronicity and
no pure time observation are two extremes of time percep-
tion, and extending the epistemic relation further than in
asForest cannot be done in an intuitively meaningful way
without affecting other properties such as Perfect Recall.

Exploring these two extremes can help us to understand
better which of the temporal properties we investigated are
core DEL properties and which ones are properties that de-
pend on the choice of the embedding. Properties shared by
the two embeddings are candidates for core DEL properties.
We briefly discuss the various properties involved, discussing
their degree of entrenchment in DEL, their desirability (for
flexible formalisms for modelling multi-agent systems), and
possibilities of lifting them. Of course, questions of desir-
ability as well as questions of whether a given embedding
is natural are non-mathematical questions and will not be
answered definitively.

Synchronicity. As demonstrated through the two transla-
tions, DEL can be interpreted as either satisfying Syn
or NPTP. These are diametrically opposed properties
of a range of conceivable perceptions of time. Section 6
shows how DEL can be extended to explicitly distin-
guish between these two extremes and the whole range
between them.

Perfect recall is a consequence of the way the DEL prod-
uct update works: intuitively, it can only remove epis-
temic accessibilities. With respect to what was the
case before the event happened, product update can
only reduce uncertainty, thus can only increase knowl-
edge. This monotonicity of informational states, un-
der new update by new events, is precisely what dox-
astic versions of DEL using priority update (Baltag
and Smets, 2006; van Benthem, 2007) weaken, enabling
agents to truly revise their beliefs (cf. § 7).

Synchronous grounding reflects the fact that product
update is applied uniformly to the whole model. This
seems rather deeply entrenched in DEL, and defining
updates that are only applied to parts of a model seems

difficult. An interpretation of the property is that if
Alice considers possible some history h that she is no
longer synchronous with, it must because when she was
still synchronous with it, she was already considering
h possible.

Weak uniform no miracles (like its stronger version) re-
flects the fact that product update is a local, i.e.,
history-independent, update.

Perfect tracking. The fact that successive states of the
world can only be indistinguishable if an agent’s epis-
temic state has not changed is natural and justified:
it is analogous to standard epistemic introspection as-
sumptions.

Propositional stability is (as is well-known) a serious re-
striction and can be removed by considering ontic ac-
tions (van Benthem et al., 2006, cf., e.g., ).

6. A MINIMAL TEMPORAL EXTENSION
OF DEL

A natural question is thus how to enable DEL to distin-
guish between classes of ETL models assuming the men-
tioned extremal perceptions of time, and any intermediate
ones. We can do so using a very simple idea: a history-
dependent clock ticking function. This simple extension of
protocols-based DEL removes the temporal ambiguity and
enables DEL to distinguish, at any point in time, between
the asynchronous and the synchronous interpretation.6

Our proposed extension enriches DEL protocols with flags,
one for each agent, specifying whether or not a new epistemic
situation is (potentially) indistinguishable from the old situ-
ation for that specific agent. Intuitively, this can be thought
of as specifying whether or not an agent hears a clock tick
as this event occurs. In terms of epistemic experience, this
flag specifies whether a stuttering resulting from this atomic
event should be conflated or not.

We make this idea precise in the following sequence of
definitions.

Definition 17. Given a state dependent protocol P for M
a history dependent clock tick function is a function c :
(|M| × Pσ[M]× E)→ 2N .

E.g., we interpret c(w, σ, (E , e)) = {i} to mean

if the initial state was w, the sequence σ of events
has occurred, and (E , e) happens, then agent i,
even if his or her epistemic state remains the
same, will notice that time has passed; and no
one else does.

Now we turn to the construction.

Definition 18 (clock tick function DEL-generated ETL
models). Let M = (W, (∼i)i∈N , V ) be an epistemic model
and P be a state-dependent DEL protocol with a clock tick
function c, the ETL model generated by M, P and c is de-
fined as

clickForest(M, P, c) := (Σ, H, {∼′
i}i∈N , V ),

6Of course, more sophisticated extensions of DEL that ac-
count for synchronous and asynchronous scenarios are pos-
sible, as the one proposed by Renne et al. (2009). We are
aiming here for the minimal extension that does the job.
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where (Σ, H, {∼i}i∈N , V ) = sForest(M, P), and where ∼′
i is

the symmetric transitive closure of

∼i ∪{ (wσ, wσ(E , e)) ∈ (H ×H) |
σ(E , e) ∈ P(w)

and wσ 0sForest(M,P)
i wσ(E , e)

and i �∈ c(w, σ, (E , e))}.
(clickForest stands for “clock tick function DEL genrated

ETL Forest”.)

We now give a representation theorem that accounts for
the whole class of ETL models having the mentioned DEL-
originated epistemic-temporal properties.

Theorem 19. For an S5 epistemic-temporal ETL model,
the following are equivalent:

1. H is isomorphic to clickForest(M, P, c) for some epis-
temic model M, some state-dependent DEL protocol
P and some clock tick function c.

2. H satisfies perfect recall, perfect tracking, synchronous
grounding, synchronous uniform no miracles and
propositional stability.

Examples. The empty event (one atomic event e with pre-
condition �) can now be used to represent events of pure
(loss of) synchronicity among agents, depending on the clock
tick function c. If c(e) = A ⊆ N , the event has the effect
that all agents in A stay “in sync”, while all others get “out
of sync”.

Another practical use of this extension is for incorporat-
ing a form of agency into DEL events, bringing it closer in
spirit to game-theoretic or autonomous agent frameworks.
In those frameworks, events are predominantly taken to be
a particular agent’s actions, and the actions performed by
an agent are assumed to be part of the local state descrip-
tion (in case of perfect recall agents), so that agents can
always distinguish between states of the world in which the
sequence of their own actions differs. We can now specify
which (atomic or composite) events constitute an agent’s
set of actions by setting the flag so that he “hears a clock
tick” whenever he performs one of his actions, thus ensuring
that he can discern whether and how he has acted even if his
epistemic state (in terms of the DEL model) doesn’t change.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The constructions given in Definition 12 (without clock

tick function) and Definition 18 (with clock tick function)
can generate asynchronous models from state-dependent
DEL protocols. But it should be noted that the diachronic
uncertainties generated this way are of a very special type.
In particular, (non-trivial) asynchronicities are only ob-
tained if an agent already “happens to” have anticipated the
possibility of an event occurring. Put differently, there is no
(non-trivial) event that inherently gives rise to asynchronic-
ity; it always depends on a specific situation.

This observation is not unexpected; after all, we are deal-
ing with S5 knowledge: Agents cannot be mistaken, so if an
event occurs that they do not notice, they must already have
considered its consequences possible. However, for modeling
realistic multi-agent systems in which agents may be really
separate entities and make private observations, this is a
severe restriction.

Future work. To account for a wider ranger of di-
achronic uncertainties and more general situations, two nat-
ural directions can be explored. The first one is to give
up S5, i.e., weaken the assumption that epistemic accessi-
bility relations are equivalence relations. The second is to
consider richer models that include both an epistemic acces-
sibility relation, encoding agents’ information, and a plau-
sibility ordering, indicating which states (or histories) are a
priori more likely, taking beliefs to be defined as ‘true in the
most plausible states in the current information set’.

In the first direction it might be the case that some of
the previous properties would need to be adjusted, were we
to drop the assumptions that we are working with equiva-
lence relations, i.e., with partitions. It is however difficult to
make any conjecture, since the S5 assumption plays a role in
numerous places in our proofs. Moreover the natural sym-
metry with the synchronous case would probably be lost.
As an example, recall from Proposition 11 that if we drop
the S5 assumption, different notions of perfect recall start
to become incomparable. This contrasts drastically with the
situation in the synchronous case: indeed the vBGHP repre-
sentation does not require any of the transitivity, reflexivity
or symmetry assumptions.

In the second direction, epistemic models are enriched into
epistemic-plausibility models (Board, 2004; van Ditmarsch,
2005; Baltag and Smets, 2006; van Benthem, 2007). Simi-
larly ETL models can be enriched and this has led to similar
synchronous representation results (van Benthem and Dé-
gremont, 2010; Dégremont, 2010). Now, it is not immediate
to decide what would be the most natural way to extend the
idea behind our asynchronous construction to this richer set-
ting. Indeed, the intuition of the asychronous construction
was that “agents can only know that some event has hap-
pened, if their epistemic state has changed”. We could adapt
it as follows: “agents can only believe that some events hap-
pened, if their doxastic state has changed”, leading to the
idea that by default, if nothing has change in the doxastic
state of the agent after some event, then she should still
consider it most plausible that nothing has happened. This
could account for scenarios in which agents have opposite
beliefs about whether some event has happened or not.
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